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DSV philosophy: Through awakening consciousness, we are empowered with knowledge and skills to
unconditionally serve others.
NEXT MEETING

presentation to the DSV and it promises to be
fascinating. Juliet will cover Astrology,
Palmistry, Archetypes and more.

Sunday 29 November 2015

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
We had many complimentary comments about
our last DSV meeting. Six tables were set up
around the room with leading dowsers
demonstrating how to dowse for different things
such as water, food and geopathic stress. We also
covered map dowsing and pendulum healing, as
well as scrambling and connecting to the
unconscious mind. There was one table to help
beginners and another to improve dowsing. It was
so popular we’ll do it again in 2016.

As it is fast approaching, on behalf
of the DSV Committee I would like to wish you,
your friends and family a very happy, safe,
peaceful and relaxed Christmas season.

We were so happy to welcome two DSV Life
Members back to the meeting. Shahla Deeby and
Mick Moran returned after lenthy absences.

NEXT MEETING

It was especially pleasing too to welcome so
many new people visiting the DSV.
We’ve had an interesting year of learning new
things and helping people who have contacted us
via our website. Recently our VP Heather Wilks
even helped successfully guide a lost cat home
and she worked on behalf of the owner and the
dog in the home to restore more balance and
harmony. It’s always exciting to remember how
well remote dowsing can work.
This year I’ve received a number of requests to
speak to groups about dowsing. I find it fantastic to
see people becoming more empowered and
wanting to learn even more.
I’ve also received many requests to dowse
properties in person and recently a client asked
me back to get the energy just right in readiness
for putting her house on the market.
Our speaker is Juliet Gauci, daughter of
Committee Member Lolita Gunning. It’s her first
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And, we look forward to sharing those
festive wishes in person at the meeting on 29
November. See you there!
Lyn Wood, President

Time & Date:
1.45 pm for 2.00 pm start, Sunday 29 November
2015
Place:
Mount Waverley Community Centre,
Miller Crescent, Mount Waverley
(Opposite Mount Waverley Railway Station)
Melways: 70 E 1
Parking at rear, off Holskamp St. which runs off
Stephensons Road

OUR NEXT MEETING
For our next meeting on Sunday 29
November we are delighted to welcome Juliet
Gauci. She is a passionate Astrologer and
Palm Reader with over 20 years experience.
Juliet has read for clients from all walks of life,
including many during the five years when
living in the Middle East.
Juliet comes from an intuitive family. Her
mother, “our” Lolita, taught her to read the
basics of palms and encouraged her to explore
metaphysical studies.
NOVEMBER 2015

DOWSING FOR FISH
Contribution by DSV Member, Melva Wise.
Juliet Gauci (nee Gunning)

Juliet completed her Reiki studies as a
teenager. Then, to ground her skills, she went on
to study Vedic Palmistry. More recently Juliet
graduated from Richard Unger’s International
Institute of Hand Analysis.
She will present to us on “Soul Astrology and
Palmistry”.
Juliet will explain how Astrology and Palmistry
can help empower us on our journey.
She is interested in comparisons between the
old, fixed Medieval style of Astrology (which she
feels most Astrology is still based on) that
subscribes to the idea that “this is our lot” and
we’re fixed, bound to it forever. Her preference is
for the new Astrology, a tool which can help us to
empower our lives.
As part of an overview forecast of Astrology for
2016 Juliet will lead us to dowse with the intention
of bringing increased balance to the forecast, for
our best outcome. She’s also planning to ask for a
volunteer for a quick, demonstration reading.
As usual we’ll begin the meeting with some
group pendulum dowsing, so remember to bring
your dowsing tool along.
For details about private readings, please email
Juliet: julietg@me.com

OUR LAST MEETING
In October we set up various tables around the
hall to cover a number of different dowsing
approaches.

Melva Wise

When I introduced a new fish to my fish
pond, the head fish, leader of the pack, chased
it then head-butted and bit its tail and fins. It
was very distressing for all concerned.
Of course I considered removing the new
fish, but fortunately I remembered my dowsing.
Using my pendulum in the No direction I
scrambled the frequency to remove the
hositility, bossiness and the need to be “top
fish”. In the Yes direction I brought in the
Spirits of peace, harmony and co-operation for
all of the pond’s inhabitants.
The next morning, they were all swimming
around in complete harmony. The combatants
were now best buddies and the bossy one
wasn’t bossing any of the other fish either.
They’re all living happily ever after. No
wonder I love my dowsing!!

DSV Committee Members Lyn Wood, Heather
Wilks, Mary and Fred Ward, Stefan Boch and DSV
Member Erika Soul welcomed many people to
their tables to demonstrate and discuss their
preferred methods of dowsing.
The afternoon went all too quickly and there
was so much favourable feedback that we’re
looking to arrange a similar event next year.
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(Wait until your pendulum stops spinning, then give
thanks.)

DOWSING FOR DROUGHT
By Heather Wilks, DSV Vice-President
There is a lot of the doom and gloom predicted
for Australia’s weather from this month through to
March next year. There’s a resurgence of El Nino
in the Pacific. This apparently drags the cloud and
rain away from Australia. Adding to this is the
advent of the Indian Ocean Dipole which is also
sucking rain and clouds away from our continent.
Yet, the El Nino effects predicted at this time
last year didn’t actually eventuate and the searing
hot summer that was promised ended up being
“too cold” for some. No coincidence that many of
us were seriously dowsing from December 2014.
Together we can make a difference!
If there’s anything in the following protocol that
doesn’t sit with you, anything at all that you’d like
to tweak, please do so. It’s the Intention to end the
drought that counts.
Suggested Dowsing Protocol
#1

Start by spinning pendulum your NO direction
then let it take over.

# Scrambling the frequency of the drought
conditions in all areas of Australia. Removing
whatever is blocking the rain from falling naturally.
Neutralising all the negative energy about the
likely effects of El Nino and the Indian Ocean
Dipole, while protecting other regions outside of
our continent. Removing the non-beneficial
thought forms, the media-fed hysteria and
everything else contributing to raising fear levels
about the weather conditions and the futures of
the people, animals and land in Australia’s drought
regions – from now until March 2016. Neutralising
all the negative effects of humans on the weather
and the Nature Spirits generally.

When rain falls, start your pendulum in the Yes
direction and bring in the Spirits of love, gratitude,
respect and freedom to the rain, with thanks.

- - - With special thanks to American dowser
Raymon Grace for his inspiration in this work.
Heather Wilks, author of “Dowsing Heals”
Email: heather@ohnaturale.com
or call (03) 9572 2970 / 0414 836 654

WORLD MEDITATION FOR
PERSONAL & GLOBAL
AWAKENING
Dr Puja Shah led a world-wide guided
meditation with the goal of connecting large
numbers of people with their highest selves
and the cosmic enegies surrounding them.
Her meditation was conducted as an online
experiment on the potency of collective
consciousness (also known as ‘The Maharishi
Effect’). The idea was for just one meditating
person being enough to spark remarkable
change on inner and outer realities.
Mick wasn’t able to access the live
meditation but had decided to keep an eye on
things, checking the physical, spiritual and
etheric energies of the Earth during the
meditation. He shared some interesting
numbers which show the increase in the
energies and how they grew as the meditation
went on. These are not percentages he
stresses, just numbers to indicate changes.
BM

: Before the Meditation

3 Min : Three minutes into the Mediation
10 Min : Ten minutes into the Meditation

(Wait until your pendulum stops spinning.)
#2 Start to spin pendulum in your YES direction
then let it take over.

# Transforming the energy to bring about
increased balance, harmony and peace for a
calmer, more beneficial outcome for the people,
animals and properties in Australia from now and
throughout summer. Bringing in lower
temperatures, appropriate humidity levels, gentle
breezes and where appropriate, natural rainfall in
safe, beneficial amounts, especially in bushfire
prone areas. Bringing in the Spirits of love and
gratitude, peace, calm and respect to work with
the Earth, Mother Nature, the Nature Spirits and
the Spirit of Rain – for the highest good of
Australia, from now and into the future as safe and
appropriate.

BM

3 Min

10

50
50
30

50
73
100

50
100
100

Min
Physical Earth energy
Spiritual Earth energy
Etheric Earch energy

The Spiritual and Etheric Earth energies
increased dramatically and quickly. Mick said
checked later and found the increased
energies had held. Thanks Mick! (Ed.)

Please note: This is an Extract of the
DSV November 2015 Newsletter. You
can join us via this site and receive the
complete edition, six times a year.

Please write the DSV Meeting Dates in your diary today: 2015 date – Sunday 29 November
2016 dates – Sunday 21 Februar y, 17 April, 19 June (August, October, No vember TBA)
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